
IGNOU RC DELHI-3 
ONLINE PRACTICAL VIVA SCHEDULE December-2022 

DATE PROGRAM COURSE CODE 
20/01/2023 BCA BCSL32 
22/01/2023 BCA BCSL21 
23/01/2023 BCA BCSL33 
23/01/2023 BCA BCSL22 
25/01/2023 BCA BCSL22 
29/01/2023 BCA BCSL34 
29/01/2023 BCA BCSL13 
31/01/2023 BCA BCSL13 

 
For guidelines and instructions for the learners, list of eligible students received from Student Evaluation 
Division - IGNOU, see next relevant pages



                           IGNOU REGIONAL CENTRE DELHI-3 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS APPEARING FOR BCA/ CIT/ CMAD/ MCA/ MCA_NEW/ 
PGDCA/ PGDCA_NEW TERM END PRACTICAL EXAMINATION December 2022 

 
 
 

1. Term end practical examination will be conducted purely in virtual mode. 
 
2. You are required to register your presence through the Virtual Platform. 

 
3. Please enter the Virtual Platform at least 5 minutes before the schedule of the viva voce. Students 
appearing for the practical examination are required to show their Identity Card before viva voce. 
Students who do not produce IGNOU Identity Card will not be permitted to appear for the 
examination in any circumstances. 

 

4. Please join with your name. Students joining with device (Computer/Mobile) name shall not be 
allowed to enter. 

 

5. Make sure that Audio\Video of your device (Computer/Mobile) is working properly so that you 
can give your viva smoothly. 

 

6. Please keep your mike on mute, until you're asked to unmute and switch-on your video. Do not 
present your screen in between. You will be removed from the virtual platform in case of any 
disruption from your end. 

 

7. The practical courses which consist of more than one section (for example MCSL017,MCSL-
025,MCSL-036,MCSL-045,MCSL-054, BCSL-091, MCSL-205, MCSL204, MCSL-216, MCSL-222, MCSL-
223 MCSL209,MCSL-210, MCSL229 etc), the student needs to appear in the section(s) in which 
he/she is not yet successful. Section wise marks should be awarded as was done earlier. 

 

8. Please note that date, time and link of Viva-voce examination will not be changed under 
any circumstances. In case of clash of timings, the student may contact the examination 
centre. 

 

9. For any technical assistance you can call at 9990775005 between 10 AM to 6 PM. 


